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Okdo Pdf to Ppt Converter is a
small Windows application whose
purpose is to help you convert
PDF files to PPT file format by
making use of batch processing.
Straightforward design The tool
sports a well-structure feature
skeleton which is easy to decode.
Documents can be dragged and
dropped directly in the main
window. In addition, you may
import the content of an entire
folder and add password-protected
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PDF files. What’s more, you can
check out details about each file,
such as filename, path, size, file
type, and date when it was last
modified. Batch conversions The
application offers support for
batch actions which means you
can process multiple documents at
the same time. You may create a
list with the files that you want to
convert and manually select the
items that you want to include in
the conversion process. Plus, you
are allowed to delete the selected
items or clear the entire workspace
with a single click, pick the saving
directory, save files in the source
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folder, create subfolders using
filenames to save items, and open
the output folder at the end of a
conversion task. Configuration
settings Okdo Pdf to Ppt
Converter gives you the possibility
to save the list with files that you
want to convert to a file on your
computer so you can use it in your
future projects, and specify the
output filename. You can set the
size of the slides, pick the
orientation (portrait or landscape),
automatically adjust the image size
in order to adapt the slide page,
add custom images (e.g. JPG,
BMP, PNG, EMF) to the slide
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background, as well as input footer
text. Conclusion All in all, Okdo
Pdf to Ppt Converter provides
several easy-to-decode features for
helping you turn your PDF files
into PowerPoint presentations. On
the downside, the app does not
offer support for PPTX file
format. Okdo Pdf to Ppt
Converter Free Download Free
Convert Word To Image
Converter is a image converter
that allows you to quickly convert
both RAW and JPEG images into
a wide variety of formats. For
many users, it is the best converter
there is. It's easy to use, fast,
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versatile, as well as reliable. The
interface is just a few clicks away,
whether you're batch converting
hundreds or thousands of images
at once. Free Convert Word To
Image Converter Converts 16 Raw
Image File Formats The
09e8f5149f
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Open pdf to ppt converter is a
professional application which can
be used to convert the pdf into
another image like ppt, png, jpg,
tiff etc. This pdf to ppt converter
can convert a pdf file to ppt with
various functions, you can adjust
the output image to be png, jpg,
gif, bmp etc according to your
needs. This pdf to ppt converter is
very easy to use and the interface
is very simple. And it does not
need to install any special pdf
processing library. Features of this
pdf to ppt converter: Support all
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popular image formats. 1. Convert
Pdf to Png/Jpg/Gif/Tiff 2.
Compress Pdf to Jpg/Gif/Tiff/Png
3. Adjust the output image size 4.
Adjust the output image
orientation 5. Save the converted
ppt as embedded
png/jpg/gif/tiff/png image format
6. Add a watermark into ppt 7.
Add page numbering into ppt 8.
Adjust paper size 9. Adjust paper
margin 10. Enable or disable
shadow 11. Customize the page
number/watermark/size 12.
Customize the background
color/pattern 13. Enable or disable
auto rotate 14. Add or remove
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page footer/header text 15. Setting
the watermark or page number
position in the output ppt 16.
Change the page orientation 17.
Converts Pdf to Ppt via pure batch
conversion and multiple operations
18. User-friendly operation
interface 19. Supports most of the
popular image formats 20.
Convert pdf to ppt without PDF
processing library 21. Supports
PDf to Ppt on Mac and Windows
22. All in one pdf to ppt converter
23. Support all the latest ppt
version Where can I download it:
At the top, click Add Document.
You'll see a list of documents that
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are open in your computer. At the
bottom of the list, click
Select.Note: Make sure you have
the latest version of Adobe
Reader. At the top, click Add
Document. You'll see a list of
documents that are open in your
computer. At the bottom of the
list, click Select.Note: Make sure
you have the latest version of
Adobe Reader. Open

What's New in the Okdo Pdf To Ppt Converter?

Okdo Pdf to Ppt Converter is a
small Windows application whose
purpose is to help you convert
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PDF files to PPT file format by
making use of batch processing.
Straightforward design The tool
sports a well-structure feature
skeleton which is easy to decode.
Documents can be dragged and
dropped directly in the main
window. In addition, you may
import the content of an entire
folder and add password-protected
PDF files. What’s more, you can
check out details about each file,
such as filename, path, size, file
type, and date when it was last
modified. Batch conversions The
application offers support for
batch actions which means you
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can process multiple documents at
the same time. You may create a
list with the files that you want to
convert and manually select the
items that you want to include in
the conversion process. Plus, you
are allowed to delete the selected
items or clear the entire workspace
with a single click, pick the saving
directory, save files in the source
folder, create subfolders using
filenames to save items, and open
the output folder at the end of a
conversion task. Configuration
settings Okdo Pdf to Ppt
Converter gives you the possibility
to save the list with files that you
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want to convert to a file on your
computer so you can use it in your
future projects, and specify the
output filename. You can set the
size of the slides, pick the
orientation (portrait or landscape),
automatically adjust the image size
in order to adapt the slide page,
add custom images (e.g. JPG,
BMP, PNG, EMF) to the slide
background, as well as input footer
text. [url= Okdo Pdf to Ppt
Converter 4.4.5 from our software
library![/url] Okdo Pdf to Ppt
Converter Features: 1. Files and
folders import Convert multiple
files/folders by simply dragging-
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and-dropping them in the main
window. 2. Password protection
Restrict the PDF files to edit.
Insert password into PDF files. 3.
Search with the supplied file
manager. Set a filter (such as file
type or size) to find files by name
or size. 4. Open file/folder Specify
the output destination when you
add a file/folder to the main
window. 5. Batch operations
Create a list with
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8 Processor:
1.2 GHz Memory: 2GB RAM
Graphics: Minimum DirectX 9
graphics card DirectX: 9.0c or
newer Sound Card: DirectX 9
sound card Network: Broadband
Internet connection Hard Drive:
45 MB HD space Keyboard &
Mouse: Keyboard & mouse
Additional Notes: None User’s
Game Drive. The idea is simple:
work on your own level while you
play on someone else’
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